
Answer the Call of Cthulhu and step into a world where great danger - and great wealth - are to be
found! Sharpen your swords and your wits in preparation for this 5 x 3, 10 payline adventure. Keep a

watchful eye out for Cthulhu bonus symbols. Three of these monsters on the reels unlock The Craze of
Cthulhu bonus game, which takes players on an epic journey of bonus round battles where

adventurers can transform into sticky wilds and the chance of unlimited bonus retriggers. Cthulhu
awaits, if you dare…
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Global release

DECEMBER 9,
2021

RTP

95,42%
HIT Frequency

15,67%
Volatility

MEDIUM-HIGH
Default Max win

800.400 €



Paylines

10
Default bet size

1 €
Default bet range

0,25 € - 100 €
Default max multiplier

X 8 004

Key selling points

Battle bonus free spins where characters �ght Cthulhu for sticky wilds

Gorgeous art fantasy exploration of the Cthulhu mythos

Unlimited retriggers in an epic bonus round
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Target demographic

Fans of the video game and Cthulhu mythos

Fans of fantasy and horror genre

Slightly more male audience split

Battle slot for those who enjoy an adventure style of play
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Game features

Craze of Cthulhu Freespins
Bonus

During the bonus game any adventurer
symbol that appears on the reels will battle
with Cthulhu and have the chance to become
a sticky wild. Sticky wilds do not block the
“Cthulhu” Bonus Symbol from appearing.
Instead, they become transparent sticky wilds.
Within the bonus game 3 “Cthulhu” Bonus
Symbols will re-trigger 10 free spins of the
bonus game. Re-triggers are unlimited.
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Scatter

The 'Cthulhu' Scatter Symbol can land on reels
1, 3 & 5. 3 scatter symbols award 10 free spins of
the Craze of Cthulhu Bonus Game.

Wilds

The wild symbol can land on every reel and
replaces any symbol except the scatter.
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Sticky Wilds

During the bonus game any adventurer
symbol that appears on the reels will battle
with Cthulhu and have the chance to become
a sticky wild. Sticky wilds do not block the
“Cthulhu” Bonus Symbol from appearing.
Instead, they become transparent sticky wilds.
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Game rules

Cthulhu, the ancient one, awaits in the darkness of his underwater city. Step into a world of great
danger, epic bonus round battles with sticky wilds and unlimited retriggers.

 

About the Game

Cthulhu is a 5×3 video slot. The game is played with 10 bet lines (�xed), orientated from left to right.
The slot features 5 high paying symbols and 5 low paying symbols wilds The slot also features
Wilds and Scatter Bonus symbols.

The ‘WILD’ symbol can replace any symbol other than the scatter.

The ‘CTHULHU’ symbol is a bonus symbol, its appearance on reels 1, 3 and 5 will trigger 10 free spins
of the bonus game.

 

Bonus Game – The Craze Of Cthulhu
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During the bonus game, each time an ‘ADVENTURER’ symbol appears it has a chance of becoming
a ‘STICKY WILD’ symbol.

A ‘STICKY WILD’ symbol will not block a ‘CTHULHU’ bonus symbol from appearing. In this case the
‘STICKY WILD’ will become a ‘TRANSPARENT STICKY WILD’ symbol.

The ‘CTHULHU’ bonus symbol will retrigger an additional 10 free spins of the bonus game if it
appears on reels 1, 3 and 5.
All wins multiplied by bet staked per line. Paylines are orientated to pay left to right. Multiple wins
across multiple paylines will be added together. “BONUS” symbol appears only on reels 1, 2 and 5.

The maximum payout of this slot machine is (2000x max bet). Any wins in excess of this amount
will be instead limited to this maximum payout

 

How To Calculate Payline Wins

To calculate your total win, calculate all payline wins and add them together.
To calculate a single payline win, count the number of identical symbols lined up in sequence on
the line starting from the leftmost reel.
If three or more symbols are lined up �nd the value for that winning combination of symbols in
the paytable.
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For all symbols for 3 in a row, 4 in a row and �ve in a row. Only the highest winning combination
per line is paid out.
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Payout

High symbols

5 - 50 €
4 - 15 €
3 - 4 €

5 - 50 €
4 - 15 €
3 - 4 €

5 - 35 €
4 - 12 €
3 - 3 €

5 - 25 €
4 - 10 €
3 - 2,50 €

5 - 20 €
4 - 8 €
3 - 2 €

5 - 15 €
4 - 6 €
3 - 1,80 €
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Low symbols

5 - 10 €
4 - 4 €
3 - 1,20 €

5 - 8 €
4 - 3 €
3 - 0,80 €

5 - 5 €
4 - 2 €
3 - 0,50 €

5 - 4 €
4 - 1,50 €
3 - 0,40 €

5 - 3 €
4 - 1 €
3 - 0,30 €
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Game menus

Game Panel

Expand this image

Settings Panel - Gives access to the sound settings and game rules.A -

Sound - Turn the music and sound effects on or off.B -
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Paytable - Gives access to the paytable. Displays how much each symbol pays out,
explanations of the game features and Information on the paylines.

C -

Turbo - Toggle between normal and turbo spin modes to adjust the spin speed of the video
slot reels

D -

Balance - Displays the player’s account balance.E -

Win - Displays the player’s total win amount for the current single spin.F -

Bet Value / Toggle - Displays total bet amount per spin. The left and right arrow buttons alter
the bet value by either increasing (right) or decreasing (left) the number displayed which
corresponds to the player’s home currency.

G -

Autoplay - Players can make the game play without pressing the spin button each time.
Choose the number of rounds to Autoplay by pressing the Autoplay button. Then choose a
total loss limit and press the button to con�rm and start spins. You may also choose to stop the
Autoplay if your single spin win exceeds a particular amount. During Autoplay the Autoplay
button indicates how many spins are remaining from the number of rounds the player
selected to play.

H -

Spin - Starts the game When the reels are spinning pressing the spin button again will stop
the reels immediately.

I -
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Options Panel

Expand this image

Settings Panel - Gives access to the sound settings and game rules.A -

Sound - Turn the music and sound effects on or off.B -

Game Rules - Gives access to the rules of the game.C -

Autoplay - Gives access to the Autoplay settings. Change number of Autoplays, Loss limits and
Single win limit.

D -

Paytable - Displays the paytable. Find how much each symbol pays out, explanations of the
game features and Information on the paylines

E -
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Game Lobby - Opens the game lobby. Returns the player to the game lobby.F -

Close - Closes the Settings panel. Returns the player to the game screen.G -
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